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Dedication:  THE DARKEST CRUSADE is dedicated as a token of remembrance and respect to the Polish, Russian, Jewish and other Eastern European peoples who suffered, endured, and contributed so much to Allied Victory over Nazi Germany and its Axis partners.

Beginner's Game:  Do not use artillery or antitank units or their factories.  Air units can be based anywhere on the map, but can be destroyed if undefended against ground attack during the opponent's turn. 

Victory Conditions (Total occupation of Rumania is a Victory City/Objective):
The Axis Player wins if during any of his Victory Determination Phases in 1941 he has, in supply, 7 victory point cities (including Warsaw and Helsinki) - note that Moscow counts as 2 - including one or more of the following cities:  Leningrad, Moscow, or Stalingrad.  The 1941 game is a draw (unless it is to be continued into the second year), if he has only 6 victory point cities.  The game is a Russian victory if the Axis has 5 or less in Dec41.  If the Russian Player sets up unhistorically, the victory requirement levels are 1 city less.  Axis victory requirements are 1 more in 1942 and 1943, and Russian victory determination is in Dec42 and ___43.

Setup and Special 1st Turn Rules:
See the separate setup sheet.  On the first turn, the Germans may ignore 1 river hex-side.
Russian units may not attack Axis units in Finland or Rumania, until they are attacked from those countries.  The Axis may not attack from those countries until after the first turn - or may never attack, as the Axis player chooses.
On the first turn, all major cities and fortresses on the Russian side of the border - except Riga and Tallinn and those that have already been taken by German units - produce a Russian infantry/rifle army, Disrupted.

Replacements, Withdrawals, Production, Reinforcements, Siberian Reserve Gamble, and Strategic Movement:
Replacements:
Every even number turn after the first, the Germans receive 1 infantry factor and every odd number turn 1 panzer replacement factor, and unused factors may be accumulated.  Lost artillery units may return to the game 4 turns later, but only 1 may be on the calendar at a time.
Every turn, the Russians receive 1 (Disrupted) infantry army per infantry replacement center in supply and 1 replacement factor (which is not Disrupted on the turn of its arrival) of per appropriate type per UnDisrupted factory which is in supply.  A unit's replacement factor value is its largest combat factor.  Factory-produced replacements must be distributed among the active factory sites as evenly as possible in their factor strengths.  Unused factory factors may be accumulated.
For Axis allies, in May42 there is 1 Finnish korps and all eliminated Italian and Romanian korps are replaced.
Factory Evacuation:  
On the first turn the Russian player chooses, the UnDisrupted factory becomes non-productive and is flipped upside down on its city.  On the second turn, it is moved to the calendar, where it will become productive again two turns after the current one.
Reinforcements and Withdrawals:  
At the start of the game, there is an already accumulated reserve of 8 Russian tank reinforcement factors ready to be used.  Axis reinforcements are listed in the Setup lists.  In Sep41 and Nov41, one active Luftwaffe fliegerkorps of the Axis player's choice is withdrawn. In May42, the rest of the Hungarian and Italian units and in Feb43 the SS Pzkps come in as reinforcements.  Reinforcements enter the game UnDisrupted on or adjacent to any friendly unit or city or town in supply.  A Katyusha unit appears as a reinforcement on Moscow on every odd numbered turn after the first.



Siberian Reserve Gamble:  
There are 3 consecutive turns of Siberian Reserve reinforcements drawn from new shock armies and lost units - 1 air unit, 2 shock armies, 1 army, and 2 factors of tank units for the first turn, and 1 shock army, 1 army, and 1 1-factor tank unit for the 2nd and 3rd turns - which can start to be brought in safely in Dec41 or at a 1/6 chance of losing the game per month the Russian player has brought them in sooner.
Strategic Movement:  
By land/rail:  The Axis player may rail-move units having a total attack strength of 3 each turn.  The Russian player may rail-move units having a total combat strength - attack or defense, whichever is higher - equal to the number of victory cities still in Russian control, plus 2 for Siberia.  Except for replacements, units must be UnDisrupted to be moved by rail.  Axis units may rail-move into Russia no farther than a distance equal in hexes to the number of the current turn.  Russian rail movement range is unlimited in Russia.  A rail-moving unit must move through friendly-controlled hexes and is Disrupted at the completion of its movement.
By sea:  Units up to 2 replacement factors may move by sea from any coastal hex to a friendly-controlled port.  If the sea is under friendly control, there is only a 1/6 chance of a unit being sunk.  If it is under enemy control, there is a 3/6s chance.  (The player controlling Koenigsberg controls the Baltic Sea, the player controlling Sevastopol controls the Black Sea, and the player controlling both sides of the Kerch Straits controls the Sea of Azov.)

DARKEST CRUSADE GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE - Copyright © 2014 Louis R. Coatney
Die Roll	Strengths
A	B	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12	13	14	15	16	17	18	19	20	21	22	23	24	25

1	6	1	2	3	3	4	4	4	5	5	5	6	6	6	7	7	7	8	8	8	9	9	9	10	10	10
2	5	1	1	2	2	3	3	4	4	4	5	5	5	6	6	6	7	7	7	8	8	8	9	9	9	10
3	4	-	1	1	2	2	2	3	3	3	4	4	4	5	5	5	6	6	6	7	7	7	8	8	8	9
4	3	-	-	-	1	1	2	2	2	3	3	3	4	4	4	5	5	5	6	6	6	7	7	7	8	8
5	2	-	-	-	-	-	1	1	1	2	2	2	3	3	3	4	4	4	5	5	5	6	6	6	7	7
6	1	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	1	1	1	2	2	2	3	3	3	4	4	4	5	5	5	6	6	6																										
Combat:  Hex-Side Operational Attack Capacities per Attacking Wave
	German and Axis Allied:								Russian:
Level 4:	5 units, 3 of which can be panzer/tank - Minsk-to-Moscow road		Level 4:	4 units, 3 of which can be tank - Minsk-Moscow road
Level 3:	4 units, 2 of which can be panzer/tank - Normal				Level 3:	3 units, 2 of which can be tank - Normal
Level 2:	3 units, 1 of which can be panzer/tank					Level 2:	3 units, 2 of which can be tank
Level 1:	2 units, 1 of which can be panzer/tank					Level 1:	2 units, 1 of which can be tank
	An attacking unit may not attack through more than 1 hex-side at a time, although  Any number of Katyusha units may accompany an attack, per hex-side - see air rules also.
	A hex containing any Undisrupted German or Finn units and adjacent to both attacking Russian units and a German or Finn occupied hex the Russian units are attacking  must also be attacked by Russian units, unless it is on the other side of a river which the Russian units are not attacking across - or, if so, is separated from the initially attacked hex by a river.
	A unit having a single combat factor fires with that on both offense and defense and also uses that number for taking hits.  For frontline units with 2 factors, the first is for firing (on attack or defense) and the second is for taking hits.  Katyusha units do not fire defensively at all.  Katyusha units may instead fire independently at an adjacent hex, without counterfire, just once and for only 1 battle round.


	A Katyusha unit or an air unit on the ground is eliminated by having to take a single hit. An infantry unit's fortification defensively (only) absorbs 1 hit but is then destroyed.  An infantry unit itself can absorb 1 hit and be Disrupted.  An additional hit on any (including panzer) Disrupted unit eliminates it.  A German panzer unit (or most Finn infantry units) can absorb up to 2 hits, but it is still Disrupted if it absorbs even one..  (Still-Disrupted units may not move or fire during the owning player's next player-turn and if kept in battle, are eliminated by another, single hit.  Disrupted German and Finn units are recovered at the end of the Axis player-turn.  Disrupted Russian and other axis ally units are recovered at the end of the opponent's combat phase, if not re-Disrupted.)  The owning player decides how hits will be absorbed and apportioned.  An air unit may be flown to safety, after the first round of a ground attack on its hex, but is Disrupted upon landing.

Attacks before any Operational Ground Movement - Air Units can be based at the very start of the turn as usual:  At the start of his player-turn, a player may make pre-movement attacks.  In the case of the Germans, after a successful pre-operational-movement attack into the first hex, this can result in a Blitzkrieg attack (or just advance, if the hex(es) is(/are) empty) on into the next hex(ex) beyond.  

Blitzkrieg and Deep Battle:  After advancing into (or, in the case of a panzer/tank unit 1 more hex through) a vacant hex or vacated defender's hex (or not advancing at all), UnDisrupted victorious German - and starting in Nov42, Russian -units may attack (or advance, if the hex is empty) once more into an adjacent hex, with the number of battle rounds to be used reduced by the number of battlerounds already used in the initial hex.  Russian shock armies may do this - Deep Battle - as soon as they enter the game, and in Snow they may advance the additional hex as do panzers.In Snow of the first winter, only German panzers and Russian shock armies may make Blitzkrieg movements/attacks.  In Mud, Blitzkrieging panzer units do not get their additional hex of movement as in Good/Hard Frost weather.

German Pressed Attack:  In any battle round, the German player may use this.  He moves the firing column up as many columns as he likes for his die roll's best 3 numbers, but accepts the risk of instead having to use the column an equal number of columns below, if he rolls one of the worst 3 numbers.  The best possible result may not be more than the number of attacking German factors.

Advances and Retreats after Combat:  If a hex is cleared of all defenders, all UnDisrupted attackers must advance into it, which may never advance after combat.  Retreat of defending units after the first round of combat is entirely voluntary, but a retreated unit is automatically Disrupted.  It may not be retreated into a hex adjacent and accessible to a hex it was attacked from, unless that hex has friendly units not under an as-yet unresolved attack by attacking units at least equal in strength to the defenders there.  At the conclusion of a battle, Disrupted attacking units must be retreated back into the hex they attacked from.

Operational Movement and Attack for Undisrupted Units which have not yet attacked:
Tank, Katyusha, panzer, and the German motorized 52. Korps may operationally move up to 2 hexagonal areas - hexes - and attack a third adjacent hex, although in Mud German panzer units and 52. Korps may only move 1 hex and attack.  Infantry units may move 1 hex and attack.  
Any ground unit receives an Operational Movement Bonus (OMB) of 2 additional hexes, if the unit does not attack.
Reserves:  UnDisrupted, eligible units still not moved or used to attack may advance and may attack but only up to 2 battle rounds.

Overrun:  If all defending units are eliminated in the first round of combat by a combat result of double the number of factors necessary to do that, they are considered to be Overrun, and the number of battle rounds is not reduced for that round for the Blitzkrieg attack into the next area.
Panzers/tanks, unimpeded by UnDisrupted defending panzers/tanks or adverse terrain (including cross-river), which are attacking Disrupted infantry units can Overrun-eliminate those by a number of hits equal to the number of those units in an attack before that of other participating attacking units.  Air units or Katyusha units alone in a hex are automatically overrun by panzers/tanks.








Terrain Effects on Combat - cumulative:
Attacking into or out of a swamp or mountains - or across the Kerch Straits or against the naval base at Kronshtat - reduces capacity to Level 1, and into or out of hills to Level 2. 		
In mountains, hills, and forest up to 2 infantry units and in swamp 1 infantry unit each receive 1 additional defensive firing strength point.
Units defending against cross-river attacks receive up to 2 additional firing strength points per river hex-side, as long as each bonus is matched by enough infantry or panzer/tank units in the hex, or only up to 1 per hex-side if more than half the attacking units are not attacking cross-river.
Minsk-Moscow Highway:  Panzer, tank, motorized, and Katyusha units can move 2 of these highway sexes per movement factor.  Other units may move 1 extra highway hex for every 2 highway hexes otherwise moved.
Fortresses, Fortifications, Stalin Line, Major Cities, and Victory Cities:
Fortresses, fortifications, and cities can absorb hits.  For the Russians, Moscow, Leningrad, and Stalingrad can absorb up to 2 hits per battle round and any other major city or fortress - and the Stalin Line - can absorb 1 hit per battle round before hits must be taken by defending units and/or their fortifications.  (Any excess hits not able to be absorbed by defending units eliminates the fortress.)  Furthermore, any victory city or fortress has an UnDisruptible defensive firing factor of 1 - Sevastopol has 2.  Fortresses can sustain in supply the number of units out of supply in them or in the surrounding area equal to the number of hits they can absorb, even if otherwise cut off.
An infantry unit's fortification status can absorb 1 hit but is then destroyed, and the unit is flipped back right-side-up - UnDisrupted, unless it has had to absorb another hit.  Any UnDisrupted infantry/rifle unit doing nothing else can fortify, and a fortified unit which attacks loses its fortified status.

Supply:
A group of units which cannot trace a supply line - a line of areas closer to friendly units or cities than to enemy units all the way back to the owning player's mapboard edge(s) - has its firepower halved with fractions rounded down on offense and rounded up on defense.  Katyusha units may not fire at all.  See also Fortress rule.  Disrupted unsupplied/isolated units are eliminated, unless on a sustaining city or fortress.  Any 1 unit can survive indefinitely, if it is on a fortress or major city.  2 units can survive indefinitely on a friendly victory city, and 3 Russian units can survive indefinitely on Leningrad or Moscow.
A German fliegerkorps may instead be used to supply all friendly units in a hex, up to 3 hexes away from base, unless intercepted. Supply can be provided through a friendly-controlled sea.  The Axis loss of Rumania reduces panzer operational movement to 1 hex - plus the OMB, of course - and eliminates Blitzkrieg attacks.
The Russian loss of Grozny similarly reduces tank operational movement to 1 hex.
Weather:  In Snow weather turns, Axis units farther than 1 hex away from an Axis army unit are considered to be out of supply, unless air-supplied.
German Blitzkrieg attacks are not made in mud, and only panzers may make them in Snow of the first winter.  Russian Deep Battle attacks are unaffected by weather.
The freezing of swamps in Snow raises their into/out-of hex-side attack capacity to Level 2.










AIR AND NAVAL COMBAT:																	Indep. Bombing by Range
A	B	Equal or Russians 1 less range		Russians 2 hexes or more closer	Germans closer					G1	G2 G3R1 G6R4	
1	6	Russian shot down/sunk - eliminated	Russian shot down and eliminated		Russian shot down and eliminated		D	D	D	D	
2	5	Russian shot down  "   	"			Russian intercepted and sent home	Russian	"	"	"	   "		D	D	D	-		
3	4	Russian intercepted and sent home		Russian   "		"	"	"	Russian	"	"	"	   "		D	D	-	-		
4	3	Russian intercepted   "     "	"		German  "		"	"	"	Russian intercepted and sent home		D	-	-	-		
5	2	German intercepted   "     "	"		German  "		"	"	"	Russian 	"	    "	"	"		-	-	AAc	AA		
6	1	German intercepted   "     "	"		German shot down/sunk for 2 turns	German intercepted and sent home		AAc	AAc	AA	AA
																						
Attacking from its base - a German army/artillery unit in supply or any German-controlled city - each German fliegerkorps close-air-support attacks with strengths of 3, 2, and 2 in Good/Hard Frost, Snow, and Mud weather, respectively, dropping 1 factor with every additional hex up to a maximum of 3 hexes in range.  It can support a ground attack up to not more than doubling the total factors of the attacking ground units.  8. (Stuka/ground support) Fliegerkorps has an additional factor.  Each Russian air unit - based with a front or on any Russian-controlled city - close-air-supports at a range of 1 with a strength of 2 or at a maximum range of 2 hexes with a strength of 1.  For Germans, forest cover, mountains, fortresses, and victory cities reduce bombing effectiveness by 1 factor for close air support or 1 column for independent bombing.  More than 1 German air unit may attack any area (and accompany any additional Blitzkrieg attacks) or intercept, but only 1 Russian front air unit may attack (or defend) each area, although it may be combined with city interceptors.

When based, German units can accompany their bases' operational movement.  

Instead of flying missions that turn, a Red Air Force unit may be flown from its production point or base to a different base, but is then Disrupted.  German fliegerkorps are not so affected by transfer to another base, unless their current base is out of supply.

An air unit can instead independently bomb all units (and factories) in a hex - maximum range for Germans 6 hexes and for Russians 4 hexes - although an air unit alone may not destroy an enemy unit, and ground units Disrupted by air attack alone may not be retreated by the defender.  A factory Disrupted by independent bombing may not produce that turn or be enrailed or moved by rail.

Whether independently bombing or close air support, German fliegerkorps attacking Leningrad, Moscow, or Sevastopol (AA or AAc) and Red Air Force units attacking an UnDisrupted German army/artillery unit (AA) risk being shot down by ground antiaircraft fire.  Even if a victory city is out of supply, a Russian front aviation unit may still use it as a base.

The German naval unit can add 1 additional firing factor to each German attack on a coastal hex not inside the Gulf of Finland.  The Russian naval unit may only do so for an attack on 1 coastal hex per turn.  If both units are at sea in the Baltic, they must first have a naval battle  - using "Equal interception range" - to decide which will prevail.  The Russian naval unit may not venture farther west than Hex, if the German player controls any of the northern Estonian coast hexes, and the German naval unit may not sortie within 2 hexes of Kronshtat, if it is still under Russian control.

A ground unit may strategically move by sea from any coastal hex to any friendly port on the same sea.  If the sea is under friendly control, there is only a 1/6 chance of it being sunk.  If the sea is under enemy control, there is a 50% chance it will be sunk.





Game-turn Sequence:	
·	A. German Player-Turn
·	1. German Replacements, Reinforcements, Fortification, Air Unit/Fliegerkorps Basing (and independent bombing), and Strategic Movement
·	2. Operational Phases:
·	a. Attacks Before Movement with Air Attack Allocations:  Units may attack an adjacent hex with an unlimited number of battle rounds and then, after tactically advancing, infantry units may Blitzkrieg-attack an adjacent hex beyond and panzer units may Blitzkrieg-attack an adjacent or second hex beyond - to the limit of 3 battle rounds.
·	b. German ground unit Operational Movement and Air and Ground Attack Allocations.
·	c. Recovery from Disruption of Russian units not being attacked
·	d. German Ground Combat Resolution - 3 rounds per attack - and Immediate Tactical Advances after Combat and Recovery from Disruption of previously Disrupted Russian units not re-Disrupted.
·	e. Recovery from Disruption of Finn and German units.
·	e. German and Finn Reserve Phase:  Steps b. and d. (but not a. or c.) may be repeated for German units (including reserved air units) which have not yet moved or attacked.  2 battle rounds.
·	3. German Aerial Resupply, Interdictive Air Attack (for as yet unused air units, with Russian Interception Possible), and Axis Supply Status Determination
·	4.  Russian Victory Determination in Game-Turns 8, 20, and 24
·	B. Russian Player-Turn
·	1. Russian Replacements, Reinforcements, Fortification, Air Unit Basing (and Independent Bombing) and Strategic Movement
·	2. Operational Phases:
·	a. Attacks Before Movement with an unlimited number of battle rounds - Shock infantry units only (until from November 1942 on, Guards and tank units as well) may make Blitzkrieg-like, Deep Battle breakthough attacks and advances.
·	b. Russian ground unit Operational Movement, Air and Ground Attack Allocations, and Independent Bombing - with German Interception possible
·	c. Recovery from Disruption of other Axis allied units not being attacked
·	d. Russian Ground Combat Resolution (3 battle rounds) and Immediate Tactical Advances after Combat - and Recovery from Disruption of previously Disrupted German units not re-Disrupted.
·	e. Russian Reserve Phase - July 1942 and on:  Steps b. and d. may be repeated for Russian units (including reserved air units) which have not yet moved or attacked.  2 battle rounds.
·	3. Russian Interdictive Air Attack (for as yet unused air units, with German Interception Possible), Paradrop and Russian Supply Status Determination
·	4. German Victory Determination
Note:
A unit may be operationally moved only once per operational phase by the owning player.  
A unit may additionally be tactically moved more than once- advanced after a successful attack it has participated in or retreated in defense during the opponent's combat resolution phase.

Setups:

Russian Historical Setup - at least 1 fortification line along each German border hex-side or armies automatically fortified:
B8(Leningrad): 23A, 10M, Lgrd arty, Lgrd avia, 2 fortification lines, tank factory, Red Banner Baltic Fleet
B9:  7A
B11: 28A
C3: 8A, 12M, 1AT
C6(Pskov): 1M
D4: 11A, 3M, Baltic arty, Baltic avia, 2AT
D6: 27A
E2:  10A, 6M, 4AT
E3:  3A, 11M, 3AT
E7: 22A, 21M
F3(Brest): 4A, 14M, 5AT
F5: 13A, Western arty, Western avia
F9(Kalinin): 24A
G2: 5A, 22M, 6AT
G6(Smolensk): 21A, 5M
G9(Moscow): 7M, 1Kat, Reserve arty, Res avia, 6Ftr, plane factory
H1: 26A, 8AT
H2(Lvov): 6A, 4M, 8M, 7AT, 2 fortification lines
H3: 9M
H9: arty factory
I1: 12A
I2: 15M
I4(Kiev): 16A, Southwest arty, Southwest aviation
I5: 20A
J2: 18M
K2: 18A
K5: 19A
K6(Kharkov): tank factory
L2: 2M
L5(Dnepropetrovsk): plane factory
M2: 9A
M3(Odessa): South arty, South avia
M7(Stalino): arty factory
N10(Stalingrad): tank factory
O3(Sevastopol): South arty, South avia, Red Banner Black Sea Fleet
Free Setup - 1/3 chance, if a player doesn't agree to the other's free setup and no chance if neither player wants it:
Russian Free Setup of the 22Jun41 Russian units:  If the Russian Player sets up unhistorically, the victory requirement levels are 1 city less, and Leningrad, Moscow, and Stalingrad are not required to be among the taken cities.  Axis starting positions remain the same.

HISTORICAL 22Jun41 AXIS SETUP:
A7: 2 and 4 FinnKps, GrpO
A8: 6 and 7 FinnKps
D3: 16 and 18A arty, 39, 41, 56, and 57 Pzkps (actually Motorized, but ....)
D2: 9A arty
F1(Warsaw): 46 Pzkps
F2: 4A arty, 24 and 47 Pzkps
G0: 17A arty, 49 Mtnkps, 52 Ltkps
G1: 6A arty, 3, 14, and 39 Pzkps, ItalMotCorps, HunMobCorps, SlovakExpGp
J1: 11 Infkps
K1: 11A arty, 30 and 54 Infkps
L1: 3 and 4 RumInfCorps, RumMtnCorps, RumArmCorps
M1: 2 and 5 RumInfCorps
Reinforcements (Germans and Hungarians enter on Warsaw - Italians enter on M1:)
Jul41: 2A arty Warsaw
Aug41: 40 Pzkps Warsaw
Sep41: 27 Infkps
Nov41: 59 Infkps
Jan42: 35 Infkps
Apr42: Remaining Italian and Hungarian units
All remaining German infkps and fliegerkorps are distributed as the Axis player wishes, with the following restrictions:
Not more than 1 German infkps in Finland, and no more German units in Rumania.
Free Setup - 1/3 chance, if a player doesn't agree to the other's free setup and no chance if neither player wants it:
Russian Free Setup of the 22Jun41 Russian units:  If the Russian Player sets up unhistorically, the victory requirement levels are 1 city less, and Leningrad, Moscow, and Stalingrad are not required to be among the taken cities.  Axis starting positions remain the same.
German Free(r) Setup of 22Jun41 Axis units:
Step 1:  Axis player may put as many as 2 German infkps in Finland and as many as 2 German armies/arty, 3 pzkps, 6 infkps, and 1 fliegerkorps in Rumania and may attack from there on the first turn, if he wishes to do so.  Other non-German Axis ally units set up in historical positions.
Step 2: Russian player sets up freely on his side of the border, regardless of historical positions except for Moscow units.
Step 3: All remaining German units are positioned in Germany as the Axis player wishes.


